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The pressure is on during the interview process but with the right preparation, you can walk away with your dream job. This classic book uncovers what interviews are really like at America's top software and computer companies and provides you with the tools to succeed in any situation. The authors take you step-by-step through new problems and complex brainteasers they were asked during recent technical interviews. 

50 interview scenarios are presented along with in-depth analysis of the possible solutions. The problem-solving process is clearly illustrated so you'll be able to easily apply what you've learned during crunch time. You'll also find expert tips on what questions to ask, how to approach a problem, and how to recover if you become stuck. All of this will help you ace the interview and get the job you want. 

What you will learn from this book 

	Tips for effectively completing the job application 
	Ways to prepare for the entire programming interview process 
	How to find the kind of programming job that fits you best 
	Strategies for choosing a solution and what your approach says about you 
	How to improve your interviewing skills so that you can respond to any question or situation 
	Techniques for solving knowledge-based problems, logic puzzles, and programming problems


Who this book is for 

This book is for programmers and developers applying for jobs in the software industry or in IT departments of major corporations. 

 About the Authors 

John Mongan is a self-taught programmer with professional experience as a consultant for software and pharmaceutical companies. He has three patents on software testing technologies. He holds a BS in chemistry from Stanford and a PhD in Bioinformatics from UC San Diego, with thesis work in supercomputer simulations of protein dynamics. 

Noah Suojanen Kindler graduated from Stanford with a BS in computer science, has worked for Boeing and is currently a consultant. 

Eric Giguere is a software developer and the author of three Wiley programming books. He is a frequent speaker and is often interviewed by USA Today and other broad media on various topics. 
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Introduction to Mobile Telephone Systems: 1G, 2G, 2.5G, and 3G Technologies and ServicesAlthos Publishing, 2003
If you are involved or getting involved in mobile communication technologies and services, this book is for you. This book explains the different types of mobile telephone technologies and systems from 1st generation digital broadband. It describes the basics of how they operate, the different types of wireless voice, data and information...
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More iPhone Development with Swift: Exploring the iOS SDKApress, 2015

	Interested in iPhone and iPad apps development? Want to learn more? Whether you are a relative newcomer to iPhone and iPad or iOS development or an old hand looking to expand your horizons, we have the perfect Swift-flavored book for you. (Source code has been updated to reflect Xcode 6.3.2 and Swift 1.2!)
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x86 Instruction Set ArchitectureMindShare Press, 2010

	The Instruction Set Architecture, or ISA, is defined as that part of the processor architecture related to programming, including the native data types, instructions, registers, addressing modes, memory architecture, interrupt and exception handling, and external IO. With the exception of some small deviations and differences in...
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Data Analysis and Visualization Using Python: Analyze Data to Create Visualizations for BI SystemsApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Look at Python from a data science point of view and learn proven techniques for data visualization as used in making critical business decisions. Starting with an introduction to data science with Python, you will take a closer look at the Python environment and get acquainted with editors such as...
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Java 2 Developer Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram CX-310-252A and CX-310-027)Que, 2003
The Exam Cram Method of study focuses on exactly what you need to get certified now. In this book you'll learn how to:

	
    Prepare for the Java 2 Developer essay exam

    
	
    Design, program, and submit the exam's...
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Virtual Futures for Design, Construction and ProcurementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
"For the knowledgeable reader in ICT research it is a must to confirm where technology is now and moreover to see where it is going in the future." Building Engineer

       Bill Bygrave is the Director of the Center for Entrepreneurial Studies at Babson College, where he also teaches Free Enterprise....
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